
Write your 
teacher’s 
name here

Draw your 
teacher here

Add some 
toppings to 
make this the 
most delicious 
cupcake your 
teacher has 
ever gotten!
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Draw 
your  
picture 
here

Add an 
emoji face!

Write your  
first and last 
name here
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If I could take my teacher  
out to any restaurant in  
The world, it would be:

The weirdest thing I learned 
from my teacher this year was:

The most useful thing I learned 
from my teacher this year was:

I would buy them for lunch!

Draw your teacher’s 

delicious meal on their plate!
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If I could take my teacher  
on vacation with me, we 
would go to:

It goes without saying that my teacher has a heart 
of gold. The rest of my teacher is made out of:

This is a photo of me and my 

teacher on vacation together:

somewhere far away? 
tHE beach? AFRICA? 
your aunt’s house?

is It butterflies?  
candy canes?  
hamburgers? 
snakes????

Draw your 
teacher’s 
face!

Draw what they 
are made of!

Don’t we look great?!
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If I had all the money in the 
world, I would buy my teacher:If my teacher were  

an animal, they would be a 

(but since I don’t, I’ll draw it for you instead)

because

because

Draw your teacher  

AS AN ANIMAL!
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 is a really great 

teacher who enjoys  

very much.  has a 

   named 

. They both like to eat 

, and spend every 

weekend at  eating all 

the  things on the menu. 

One day, I saw them at , 

running  through the 

 . They both had crowns 

of  on their heads.  

When I brought it up at school on  

Monday,  said  

“ !”

THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT  Teacher Mad Libs
1. your teacher’s name

15. your teacher’s name

16. exclamation/something someone might say

2. your teacher’s name

4. your teacher’s name

3. activity

5. adjective 6. animal

7. name

8. plural noun

9. restaurant

10. adjective

11. place 

12. adverb

13. plural noun

14. plural noun

Don’t read the story over there! 
At least, not yet!
 
First, fill out the blanks below with your answers without 
looking at the story. Then take those answers and write 
them in the blanks in the story and read it out loud. You’ll 
learn some interesting things about your teacher! And 
when your teacher reads it, they’ll learn some interesting 
things about themselves!
 

1. Your teacher’s name:  
2. Your teacher’s name (again):  
3. An activity:  
4. Your teacher’s name (again):  
5. Adjective:* 
6. Animal: 
7. Name: 
8. Plural noun:** 
9. Restaurant : 
10. Adjective:* 
11. Place  
12. Adverb:*** 
13. Plural noun:** 
14. Plural noun:** 
15. Your teacher’s name (again):  
16. Exclamation/somthing someone might say:
 

* An adjective is a word that describes a thing or person - it can describe color, size, shape, 
age, and many other things. If you say “a silly duck” the word “silly” is the adjective, describ-
ing the duck.
** A plural noun is many things or people or places (usually ending in “s”). Plural means 
more than one. Dogs, bananas, airports, and tubes of toothpaste are plural nouns.
*** An adverb is a word that describes an action - where, when, and how that action is done 
(often ending in -ly). Singing loudly, awkwardly walking, cheerfully doing homework.


